NOTES:

1. THIS DRAWING FOR GENERAL LAYOUT ONLY, SUBMIT SHOP DRAWING W/ FINAL LAYOUT FOR APPROVAL BY ARC AND THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OFFICE, AS FORWARDED BY ARC.

2. TEXT: ARIAL

3. FONT SIZE: PROJECT NAME 200 PT; COMPANY NAME 90 PT; COMPANY TYPE 65 PT; SCHOOL AND DEPT 140 PT

4. TEXT COLOR: BLACK

5. BACKGROUND COLOR: WHITE

6. HI-RES IMAGE: BY ARCHITECT, WITHOUT ADDITIONAL LOGO

7. NAMES FOR BOARD OF TRUSTEES, CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT TO BE THOSE IN OFFICE AT THE TIME OF PROJECT APPROVAL, AND ANY ADDITIONAL BOT NAMES AT TIME OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT APPROVAL, IF PROJECT WAS NOT INITIALLY APPROVED BY BOT, THEN NAMES AT TIME OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT APPROVAL TO BE USED.

8. MULTIPLE BID RELEASES OR ADDITIONAL CONTRACTORS TO BE SPACED TO FIT. CONTRACTOR NAMES TO MATCH THE SECRETARY OF STATE WEBSITE.

9. DATE OF CONSTRUCTION TO BE DATE OF BOT APPROVAL OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS.